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How the programme is
delivered is central to
any mountain rescue
training. You may have
the most laudable
aims under the sun,
and a comprehensive
array of topics to cover
but, if your presentation
is awful, you may as
well not bother!
Planning the content of a training

programme is important but so too

is the way it is presented. For

example, it’s no good devising a

potentially good programme,

which is then presented

ineffectively or by the wrong

people. Training needs to be well

structured, delivered professionally

and most of all it should be useful

and enjoyable. Members must be

motivated to attend training

sessions and they must learn.

Therefore, people who are

technically competent and have

the capacity to communicate

effectively and enthusiastically

must deliver training. Teams have

an obligation to identify these

people, whatever their level of

experience or role within the team.

When working with a large group

of people it’s inevitable that not

everyone will be able to attend

training sessions. Some kind of

repetition needs to be built into the

programme, or additional sessions

programmed for those who miss

key events.

Consideration should also be

given to accommodating the

needs of members with different

levels of experience. New

members might be given the

opportunity to attend

supplementary sessions whilst

those more experienced might

benefit from practising certain

topics or attending outside courses

at a more advance level.

Teams should consider the

instructional style in which topics

are delivered. People learn in

different ways, so strategies

should be devised that cater for

differing learning types and levels

experience. Some people learn

best when given a comprehensive

account of the skill or problem.

Others learn best if they’re given

the chance to question and

analyse the skill. Many people

can’t be bothered with verbal

descriptions, lectures and chat.

For them, learning is all about

practising and having a go – even

if it means making a hash of

things.

Training should always be kept

fresh, fun and exciting. It’s well

known that people learn well if

what they practise is enjoyable,

meaningful and relevant. Above

all, members should actually learn

from the training experiences. This

may sound rather trite but

sometimes people misunderstand

the meaning of learning. Learning

is the ability to do something

correctly on repeated occasions. If

someone can execute a skill

correctly only once then they have

not learned; they must be given

the chance to practise repeatedly

to ensure it can be recalled time

and time again, especially under

stress.

The key function of training is to

help people learn skills and

develop existing ones. To maximise

the effectiveness of training, teams

should take note of recognised

principles of learning and practice.

Principles of learning

Learning by doing
A successful mountain rescue

involves a whole raft of activities:

members travel to the scene of the

incident, people are deployed,

equipment is chosen, first aid is

administered, decisions are made,

search tactics considered,

leadership is undertaken and so

on. All of this results in things

taking place in the real, practical

world where people carry out

actions. Therefore, it’s logical that
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training should mirror practice and

involve members in ‘doing things’.

Indeed, it’s accepted that for most

people, the best way to learn is to

physically practise what they’re

trying to learn (as opposed to read

or listen). However, even though

this is well accepted, there is a

danger that within the time

constraints of a training

programme, too much time is

spent by trainers presenting

information and describing how

things should be done at the

expense of members actually

practising. Indeed, a common

mistake made by those who are

competent in a particular area is to

overload learners with information

(sometimes the wrong kind of

information) when all the learner

wants to do is have a go.

A useful rule of thumb for all

trainers is to split information into

three categories – what learners

COULD know, SHOULD know and

MUST know. If there are time

constraints then it is best to impart

only the MUST know information

and let people pick up the rest at

other times. This distinction is

described more fully later on.

So, physical practice is vital. But

what kind of practice? Here are

some key principles.

Active learning
Practice is vital but it is effective

only if the learner is actively

involved in the process. It is widely

accepted (and supported by a

wealth of research) that it’s far

better to challenge people by

getting them to work out how to do

something rather than telling them

what to do. Using this principle, a

good strategy is to set a task (eg.

linking multiple anchors to a single

point) and challenge a group to

come up with possible solutions.

This approach may unearth a

number of answers (good and

bad), which can lead to discussion

and analysis and an eventual

solution. Active learning like this

encourages an understanding of

underlying principles and aids

memory retention. It’s also a way

of alerting members to procedures

that may be unacceptable for

reasons such as poor safety. This

approach may not be applicable

with more prescriptive subjects

such as radio communication and

first aid, but in other areas, every

opportunity should be devised to

engage members in active

thinking and challenge.

Errors in learning
It might seem rather odd to say

that allowing people to make

mistakes is a good thing but again,

it’s been shown that when people

make errors (within the limits of

safety) their understanding is

enhanced and they retain skills

longer. Thus, it’s often argued that

you only know what is right if you

also know what is wrong! This

principle is often used in teaching

skills in outdoor activities such as

skiing, canoeing and navigation

(the effort in climbing back up

1000ft because of a compass

error is a salient learning

experience!).

It can be extended by actually

showing people some of the

things you shouldn’t do. For

example, the act of tying a Figure

of eight knot can result in a few

simple errors. A good idea is to

give a demonstration and then let

people practise and watch what

they do. If they do it incorrectly

then ask them to try again or

suggest what is wrong. They might

make a few attempts before they

get it right. Time is not wasted

doing this; to the contrary, this is

quality learning.

Overlearning
There is always a danger that

someone has practised something

successfully once, and

assumptions are made the skill

has now been learned and can be

called upon in the future. This is a

risky assumption! Skills are

learned only when they are

rehearsed many times and

subsequently can be applied in a

wide variety of situations, perhaps

under stress. It’s all well and good

setting up say an abseil system in

the warm confines of the rescue

base, but to do it on a freezing

cold night in the dark when

suitable anchors must be

improvised is a world away and

can only be achieved if the skill

has been overlearned in the first

place.

Overlearning involves practising

something perhaps dozens of

times – often beyond the point you

think it has been acquired. Only

then can skills be performed

correctly and resist failure under

pressure. It’s probably impractical

to achieve this level of performance

through formal training. The only

way for members to become fully

skilled is to practise further in their

own time.

Practised familiarity
To pick up on the last point, the

training provided by a team should

be seen by everyone as only a

small part in the journey to

becoming a competent team

member. It’s vital that team

members practise relevant skills
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and gain wider mountaineering

experience in order to develop

their overall competence and

confidence. The art of ‘practised

familiarity’ is critical. There is a

clear difference between

attempting something once

successfully and executing skills

repeatedly and accurately with

confidence. A major goal is for all

members to learn the skills and

techniques required by their own

team so they can be applied at

times of need, with confidence

and precision as if they were

second nature. To do this involves

a commitment beyond the training

organised by the team. Team

members should be alerted to this

obligation before they join.

Feedback
Many people are aware of the

maxim, ‘Practice makes perfect.’

Trouble is this is wrong! The

correct expression is ‘Practice with

feedback makes perfect.’ It’s very

easy to practise a skill but unless

that skill is corrected through

feedback the inevitable outcome is

that bad habits are picked up and

potential is unfulfilled. Feedback is

absolutely vital to learning because

if there’s no way to examine how

well you’ve done, there is no basis

for change and improvement. This

‘closed loop’ model of learning is

schematised in Figure 1.

Feedback is self generated (you

see that you tied the knot

incorrectly or you hear yourself

saying the wrong words on the

radio) or can be provided by

another person (‘well done, that’s

just right’).

In a training situation there may

be many people involved, limited

time and much to cover. In this

situation, feedback may take a

back seat and assumptions made

that members will automatically

notice and correct mistakes. But

this is false logic. Team members

regularly use wrong radio

protocols, use a compass

incorrectly or adopt the wrong

system for tying casualties to

stretchers. In these cases, the

person may not be incapable of

executing the skill correctly; it is

more likely they have never, or

rarely, been corrected when they

made a mistake on previous

occasions. In other words, they

have not been given adequate

feedback.

The problem is solved if trainers

accept the value of correcting poor

practice and take time to provide

useful feedback. Team members

also should accept that making

mistakes and receiving corrective

feedback is a natural part of

learning. Of course, it goes without

saying that praise should also

accompany good performance.

People like to know when they

have done well. Success breeds

success!

Principles of instruction

Providing information
Rarely are people left to their

own devices to learn a new skill.

Invariably they’re given information

in some form. Typically, learners

are told or shown what to do or

physically guided in some way. So,

if we take the knot-tying example,

a learner could be shown a

demonstration by another person

(visual guidance), or they could be

told how to do it (verbal guidance)

or their hands could be physically

controlled by someone (manual

guidance). Which of these is best?

Well, much depends on the skill in

question; in some cases one

method might be better than

others and at other times

inappropriate. For knot tying it’s

fairly simple to give a

demonstration, whereas it might

be quite complicated to describe

the process in words (try it now!).

Helping someone by holding and

guiding his or her hands – perhaps

from behind – may be useful. In

the case of first aid (cardiac

massage) it may be extremely

useful to provide manual help in

order to demonstrate the force

and frequency required.

In broad terms demonstrations

are commonly used and very

useful. But they have to be shown

correctly, repeated a few times

and also shown from the correct

angle. Note that if you stand in

front of someone to demonstrate

they see a mirror image; far better

to stand next to them. Verbal

guidance (‘chalk and talk’) is a

common technique and doesn’t

rely on any props, but has many

limitations. Firstly, you have to find

the right words to explain the skill

and the learner has to reverse this

by translating words into

movements. And there is the risk

of confusing or boring people who
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Figure 1: Closed loop model of learning
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just want to have a go. Also, it’s

very easy to overload them with

information.

It’s important for trainers to be

aware of these approaches but

they should also be mindful of ‘the

learning gradient’ (Figure 2). The

learning gradient summarises four

distinct approaches to instruction;

speaking to the learner,

demonstrating an activity, ensuring

the learner practises the activity

and, finally, questioning the learner

about the activity. Each of these

can be placed on a continuum in

regard to the amount that is

learned. The diagram shows that

describing what to do is the least

effective technique whereas

allowing the learner to practise is

much better. The most effective

approach is to go one step further

and encourage those learning a

new skill to assess or review what

they are doing by explaining what

the skill may feel like or why they

might be experiencing difficulties

(active learning). Self analysis and

discussion with others typically

leads to far better understanding,

enhances memory retention and

motivation and most important,

allows people to generalise their

skills to other situations.

Variability of practice
Every rescue presents a unique

set of challenges. The weather,

personnel, time of day, location,

etc are always different. So, even

though individual members may

possess a given set of relevant

skills, it’s the capacity to improvise,

select, adapt and apply skills to

suit any given situation that is vital.

The only way to develop this is to

vary practice to mirror real

situations.The key factor is

diversity. It has been shown that

when people learn a skill under

identical circumstances, their

ability to generalise that skill is

limited. However, when practice is

varied, the ability to apply that skill

in different and unique settings is

enhanced. To take the example of

knot tying again, variable practice

might involve the individual using

different widths and types of rope,

practising with eyes closed, tying

knots ‘backwards’, practise with

gloves on, in the rain, with ice

covered ropes or whilst doing

something else such as talking to

a fellow member or holding onto

another item of gear. With a little

imagination, a wide assortment of

tasks can be devised for most

skills (rope management, first aid,

radio comms, navigation etc) to

add variety to training.

The underlying significance of

variable practice is that it

enhances perceptual qualities

such as understanding,

anticipation and resourcefulness.

These are some of the key

qualities relevant in the real world

of mountain rescue.

Information overload
Many teachers, coaches and

instructors are guilty of overloading

learners with too much

information. Because they know

so much they sometimes fail to

recognise that not all of their

knowledge is relevant. One of the

greatest skills of any instructor is to

see the learning of a skill through

the eyes of a beginner. This gives

them a better appreciation of how

much slower beginners pick up

information, as well as what cues

and types of knowledge are

relevant in the early stages.

Figure 3 is a valuable reminder

for all those charged with training

others to distinguish between

relevant and irrelevant information.

Let’s apply this to a group of

team members working with

helicopters for the first time. The

person in charge could tell the

group about the history of military

helicopter provision, the role of the

ARCC as well as issues relating to

deconfliction. They should let the

group know about local provision

as well as the operating capability

and uses of helicopters in MR. But,

they must inform the group on the

safety issues and protocols

relating to emplaning and

deplaning. There is a vast amount

of information associated with the

use of helicopters but little of this is

relevant at the start. In time, most

can be imparted to members but

the key thing is to know what

information is relevant at what

stage. One way to tackle the issue

of relevance would be to brief

everyone on matters such as

provision and operating capability

during an initial meeting. This

could be followed with a safety

briefing video and then practical

work a few days later with a visit

by the local Flight whose crew give

a safety brief.

Another approach is to reverse

this by arranging a practical

session first, followed by an in-
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depth look at all the surrounding

issues at a later date. Sometimes,

people are more inclined to digest

the theory having sampled the

practice first. It’s possible to take

any topic and identify the different

levels of information. This is

something all good trainers do

before they deliver their subject.

Take the task of tying a Figure of

eight. The ‘could know’

information might include a

discussion about strengths of

ropes and their composition,

design and care. The ‘should

know’ information might include

comment on the uses of the knot,

as well as alternative knots. The

‘must know’ category would

include specific guidance on tying

the knot as well as how to avoid

common mistakes.

Cue selection
Good trainers not only think

about the speed and amount of

information they convey but, more

specifically, the exact cues the

learner needs to think about.

Learners need to focus their

attention on things that matter

which enable them to work

positively and avoid confusion.

Returning to the knot example,

let’s assume the trainer has put to

one side all the ‘irrelevant’

information and concentrates on

the skill itself. What aspects

(knowledge, cues, movements)

are key and in what order should

they be delivered? Here’s one way

a trainer might describe the task.

‘Take a bite of rope about a

metre long and hold the two ropes

in your left hand and the loop in

your right hand.

‘With your right hand take the

loop across the two ropes, let go

the loop, take your right hand

under the two ropes to regain the

loop, bring it to the top and push

the bite down through the loop

created in your left hand.

‘At this point you can see why the

knot is called a figure-of-eight.

Finally, pull the bite with your right

hand and simultaneously pull the

two loops with your left. The knot

can be finally tightened by holding

the knot and pulling tight each of

the four ropes separately.’

The trainer may, simultaneously

demonstrate the skill but even so,

there is too much information in all

this. There’s a need to reduce it to

manageable proportions. One way

is to break the skill into three

elements – the initial bite of rope,

the figure-of-eight pattern and the

final pull through. In this way, a lot

of information is chunked into a

convenient number of items each

of which has a distinct purpose.

The key is prioritising what is

critical and what is irrelevant; what

are the key cues. If possible it

helps to present information as a

visual picture (‘Do you see the

figure-of-eight appearing?’) or

work out some kind of mnemonic

(‘The rabbit comes out of the hole,

around the tree and back down

the hole’).

A technique that can help reduce

information overload is to describe

a skill as a series of sequential

steps. For example, the process of

taking a bearing from the map can

be seen as three steps.

Step 1: Align the compass edge

against the point you are at and

the point you are going to

(direction of travel arrow pointing

the way you are going).

Step 2: Rotate the compass

housing so the orienting lines on

the compass are parallel to the

grid lines on the map (north to

north).

Step 3: Remove the compass

from the map and add three

degrees to the bearing.

It’s vital to think carefully about

the precise cues relevant to

success. Cues can summarise a

lot of information and make the

learner’s task much more

meaningful and manageable.

Distribution of practice
Whilst there’s a lot of information

available on how long you should

practice for and how often –

especially in sports coaching – this

cannot be applied to a rescue

training programme since most

training sessions are constrained

by practical considerations.

However, there is one useful tip

that can be applied easily and that

is the principle of massed practice.

Research shows it’s better to

spend a substantial period on a

single skill or topic rather than

alternate from one skill to another.

The point was made earlier about

the value of overlearning and the

same applies here. It’s a fact that

skills have to be practised time

and time again (perhaps in

different contexts) for learning to

take place and to establish the

ability to apply those skills in

different settings.

So, for example, it would be

unwise to spend a short evening

session on a wide variety of

different topics such as radio

communications, rope handling

and first aid. Far better to focus on

one of these subjects and explore

its different aspects and leave the

other topics for another occasion.

In fact, a good strategy is to spend

an evening on one topic and then

develop the same topic at the next

whole day session when it can be

applied in context. Concentration

Training Part 3: Delivering the programme
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and progression – as opposed to

flitting from one topic to the next –

maximises the chance of learners

attaining a learning threshold. It

may mean some topics are left

out of the programme or delayed

for a period but this is a small price

to pay for maximising the learning

of key skills. It is unacceptable for

team members to spend an entire

year training and to have learned

very little because they sampled

skills too briefly. Quality rather than

quality is the right philosophy.

It’s worth emphasising the

importance of development and

progression in learning. Trainers

should think about how they

progress a topic across sessions

to give it meaning and substance.

With most topics it’s necessary to

devote a number of sessions to

ensure learning takes place. Much

will hinge on a team’s schedule

so, whereas one team may

develop a topic over two successive

evening sessions, another might

initiate a topic one evening then

develop it at the next training day.

Development also applies to level

of difficulty or challenge. So,

something may be practised

indoors before it is applied outside.

Or the transition may go from

daytime to nightime, or roadside

crag to mountain big wall. The key

thing is to build progression into

the training programme so that

successive challenges (and

ultimately operational rescues)

build on previously learned

strengths.

Bob Sharp has over thirty years
experience in mountain
rescue, and a lifetime of
professional experience in
education and coaching. This
article summarises what he
feels are the key features of a
good training programme.
This is not intended as a
blueprint for success but
readers may extract the points
appropriate for their particular
circumstances. His ideas may
serve just to confirm existing
good practice or, in other
cases, may indicate a new
way of looking at things or
provide a reminder of
practices used in the past that
could be resurrected.
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